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Women in the Workforce ... Vataas B’chefetz Kapeha
No (Wo)man Is an Island (cont.)
SHAINDY BABAD

Where:
Casual Networking: Using
your networking skills you can
turn any chance encounter
(other mom waiting at the
doctor’s office, at PTA, the
neighborhood park, etc.) into
an opportunity to connect
professionally as well. Often
there are informal groups that
meet occasionally in a business
setting for networking (such as
a local Chamber of Commerce
group). In these types of events
there is no monitoring, required
participation, etc. However, you
will encounter overlap (there
will be other graphic artists,
for example). The loose format

relationship with each member
of your network will vary, as
well. However, the constant will
be investing in the relationship
per se and not seeking to make
a “quick buck” in one-sided
relationships.
How:
Set goals: Thinking about
why you are networking (at each
stage) will help you focus on
both who you’d like to network
with, what type of events you’d
like to attend and how to best
achieve your goals.
Come prepared: Depending
on the type of event and the
goal of your network building,
come with your business cards,
resume, sample product giveaways, etc. When you’ve made
the connection, it would be a
pity to miss out if the new contact did not know how to reach
you!
Extend yourself: Being polite,
dressing appropriately and acting
tactfully and professionally

are a given. Go beyond that. By
extending yourself and giving
to your network members,
you are building real, lasting
relationships, the kind people like
to be part of.
Remember one thing: Make
a note to yourself about one
particular thing about your
interaction with your new contact
(something you discussed, a
shared an interest, something
the person said, etc.). This will
give you something specific with
which to remember each other,
and give you a specific follow
up for your next interaction,
helping you to establish a better
relationship.
Once, success was measured
by ROI — Return on Investment:
how much did you “get” for what
you “gave.” While ROI is still a
strong measure of success, a “new”
concept is becoming popular:
ROR1 — Return on Relationship.
Nothing new to us, relationships
1 Ted Rubin and Katheryn Rose

are now being recognized as a
key to professional development.
Start investing in them, honoring
them and you will have significant
ROR.
“If you want to go fast, go alone.
If you want to go far, go with
others.”

Temech is a nonprofit organization that promotes employment, entrepreneurship and professional development for women
in Israel. Shaindy Babad is the
CEO of Temech. Shaindy joined
Temech in 2008 after working in
high-tech and as a serial social
entrepreneur.
We want to hear from you!
This discourse is for and about
you, me, all of us. Please send
your comments and thoughts to
hamodia@temech.org
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“I’m new in town and
understand that I need to get out
there and network if I want to
land a job. Since I’ve arrived, I’ve
made a point of letting everyone I
meet know that I am looking for a
job. I’ve also made it my business
to attend every community event,
business oriented or otherwise,
so that I can meet as many
people in my new community as
possible. Nothing. Nada. I have
not received one job offer, not one
viable lead. I’m even starting
to get the sense that people are
starting to avoid me. I just got
here! I don’t want to start on the
wrong foot, but I sure do need a
job. What am I doing wrong?”
This query is not unique.
Many of us know we should, but
aren’t quite sure how to go about
networking — or more accurately
building a strong professional or
personal network.
“Networking is more about
‘farming’ than ‘hunting.’ It is
about cultivating relationships,”
says Dr. Ivan Misner.
No need to break out your
gear, a conference is not the
place to “bag your trophy.”
When we approach networking
with an eye for building longterm, mutually reciprocative
relationships it is easier to “be
ourselves” and invest in creating
the connections that will help us
navigate forward, and help others
do the same, professionally. That
is the purpose of networking and
network building.
Networking
takes
place
informally, every time you
introduce yourself at a meeting,
event or conference, when you
introduce people you know to
each other and when you reach out
to offer assistance in some small
way to another professionally.
However, you do not have to wait
around for those opportunities.
Networking should be a regular
investment you make. Below are
some of the common formats for
networking — and tips for how to
maximize the opportunities once
you are there. If no networking
groups exists formally in your
location, taking the initiative to
start something may just position
you as the “uber connector.”

allows you to easily participate
when appropriate for you.
Strong Contact Networking:
This refers to dedicated groups
whose sole purpose is business
networking, often including
a monitored component of
business
referrals.
Some
examples are BNI, Chamber of
Commerce groups, etc. These
groups meet at set periods, and
have a specific format, agenda
and criteria for participation.
You will meet the same group
each time, though there may
be an allowance for “visitors.”
Often they allow only one person
from each profession, ensuring
that you have an edge in your
industry. They work well because
the group is committed to the
mutual good of other members,
builds trust over time, and has a
specified professional purpose
and structure. Participation in
these types of groups may bring
you in contact with people you
would not otherwise have the
opportunity to meet. They can
be time consuming, however.
It is usually most valuable to
sales agents, self-employed
individuals and small-business
owners.
Community Service: Being
involved in the community,
besides for the chessed value, can
help you professionally as well.
It creates visibility and contact
with people outside your typical
personal or professional sphere.
It may not lead directly to
business or specific professional
opportunities, but does create
credibility and contact. Lisa
Torres of BNI says, “The grass
is greener where you water it!”
However, make sure you are not
an imposter! Anyone looking for
a “quick fix” will be discovered
and will lose the trust of many.
Professional Associations: In
certain industries professional
associations, etc., are required
or offer a professional umbrella
of
recognition,
expertise,
conformity, etc. Regardless,
professional associations should
also be valued as a focal point
where you can build strategic
alliances with other people
within your industry. Often
people in the same industry but
with different niche expertise
will be able to build joint ventures
or cross selling opportunities
(For example a sheitel macher
and cosmetician both belonging
to a “beauty industry group”
could refer customers to each
other by offering coupons or
special offers via each other’s
businesses.)
Social or Hybrid Events: A
lot of business happens at social
or semi social events. If you are
prepared to expand your circle
of contacts at these events
they can help launch long-term
relationships and connections.
For your network to work,
you should seek a wide range and
variety in the types of people and
positions they hold. The depth of
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Do you want to:
Save lives with your work?
Enter a new and cutting edge field?
Start earning during the training period?
Work mom-friendly hours, in central
Jerusalem, in a frum/female setting?
For an International, leading company?

Limited space
Reserve your spot!
yk@temech.org
025388665

Skills required:
Comfortable in English
(read/write/understand/speak)
Interest in science and medicine
Computer skills
Meticulous – attention to details
Team player
Independent thinking
Responsible
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Medical Image Analyst

